Figure 2a. The Big Dipper as a collection of angular “meter sticks”.
Numbers in Figures 2a-c are degrees between stars.
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Figure 2c. Ursa Minor,
an always visible tool.
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Figure 2b. Cassiopeia, Queen of Measures.
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2

α-η 1.7

3

γ-η 3.1

5

α–β or δ-ε 5.4

α-β 4.9

6

β-γ 6.1

7

α-δ 7.0

10

α-δ 10.2, or
β-δ or δ-ζ 9.8

15

α-ε or β-ε 15.2

20

β-ζ 19.6

25

β-η 25.3

ε-η 9.9

Table 1. Star pairs you can use for angular scales.
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Did You Get Your
Degrees?
It is not uncommon in astronomy classes to use the angular width of a finger, fist, or outstretched
hand as a portable measuring tool. In one easy exercise, we can calibrate the number of degrees represented by your fist by how many fists it takes to “climb the sky” from horizon to zenith, fist over fist. Divide 90o of arc by the count... it’s crude, but it works. Wouldn’t more exact measures be better, seeing how
many fingers, fists, equal a known value?
My technique requires a fully extended arm, fingers perpendicular to your arm—fully against the
sky...and you have to know which finger and which part of your finger you are using! The first knuckle?
The second? Halfway between? The width of the bottom of the third finger’s nail? Fingers tend to narrow down as you go from palm to nail so think of some of these measurements as sticking the “cone” of
the finger in between two stars of known angular separation until the “cork” fits snugly.
Our ideal measures will be found using the three main normally-circumpolar constellations, Ursa
Major, Ursa Minor and Cassiopeia. TCA calculated the angular distances between the seven stars of the
Big Dipper (Figure 2a), the three brightest of Ursa Minor (2c), and the five main stars of Cassiopeia’s “W”
plus η, the ‘extra’ star on the inner right side of the “W” (Figure 2b). Only one pair was exactly some degree distance apart, x.0o . We’ve chosen as standards those which are generally ±0.2º from key distances
one might use. Why? The Moon varies from 29 to 34’ in diameter ( a difference of 0.08º) and most people can’t tell the larger Full Moon from the smaller one. Mizar and Alcor, the double star in the bend of
the Big Dipper’s handle, are 12’ (0.2º) apart, fairly easy. The Double Double’s (Epsilon Lyrae) stars are
about 3.5’ (0.05º) apart, virtually inseparable for all but the most sharp-eyed. So the instrumental uncertainty of any measure is at least 0.2º and any measure less than this is impossible to tell apart.
As we usually see either Ursa Major or Cassiopeia at any one time, but not too-readily both, using
these we have standards for each half of the year. In addition, we always have Ursa Minor, in which the
pseudo-Pointers, β and γ Ursa Minoris, are 3.2º apart.
Now aware of how to measure, one can use those newly-calibrated fingers, fists and outstretched
hands to measure altitude—the angular distance above the horizon (test on Polaris which should be within
a degree either way of your latitude)—and azimuth, the direction in degrees around the horizon. Drop a
line down from any star to the horizon and work your way back to North in a counterclockwise manner to
find the azimuth value in degrees.
The Equatorial System
The Equatorial system comes from extending the Earth’s latitude-longitude system to the sky, and
then messing it all up. Declination (shown symbolically as either “Dec” or δ, don’t confuse this with any
stars with this Bayer designation!) is the exact equivalent of latitude. Polaris at Dec. +89o, as we’ve
pointed out in the sidebar, is the nearest bright star to the North Celestial Pole (+90o) which is right on top
of the Earth’s North Pole, itself derived from Earth’s rotation (whew!). But Right Ascension (RA, or α,
Below are the Greek
letters we’ll be using in
Bayer designation is one of the oldest ways the article:
Alpha α
of naming stars. It uses a Greek letter plus the conBeta β
stellation’s genitive form, e.g. α Ursa Majoris.
Gamma γ
Thus the brightest one should be Alpha, the second
Delta δ
brightest Beta, and so on. The system isn’t
Epsilon ε
perfect, sometimes the names are out of order and
Zeta ζ
sometimes you can have a bunch of stars with the
Eta η
same letter, distinguished by numbers, i.e. ζ1, ζ2,
Iota ι
etc. and actually listed in positional order.
Psi ψ

It’s Greek to You?

These are the abbreviations for the constellations mentioned:
UMa Ursa Major
UMi Ursa Minor
Cyg Cygnus
Aur Auriga
Per Perseus
Dra Draco
Cas Cassiopeia
Cep Cepheus
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